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From: K Kratz 
Sent: Saturday, November 2, 2013 7:08 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Cc: una@citizensforsafetechnology.org
Subject: Comment on BC Hydro, fees and Smart Meters

With regard to BC Hydro and Smart Meters and the subsequent fees to punish those who wish to have answers 
before they agree to Smart Meters. 
In April I attempted to have a Corix employer (agent for BC Hydro) provide me with the CSA number for the 
meter and to provide me with the assurance that the provincial and federal privacy act would be followed. He 
refused and stated I would have to speak with a BC Hydro representative, which he suddenly no longer was, in 
June when they would install the Smart Meter. 
In September I was informed that I and all the persons who refuse a Smart Meter will have a punitive fee added 
to our bill for this refusal. My email reply was acknowledged by the BCUC however BC Hydro once more 
failed to respond. 
 
Earlier this month I once more received a letter informing me of my punishment and I sent this message to BC 
Hydro and BCUC, it is generally a reiteration of the first message: 
 *** 
I have stated, earlier this year, to your representative, that provisionally I would accept a "Smart Meter" under 
the following conditions:  
1) that you provide evidence that the meter meets Canadian Standards Association requirements. I am required 
to have everything in my house meet CSA standards for insurance purposes. I have been advised that not 
following this will nullify my insurance. Because of this I have paid thousands of dollars ensuring that 
everything meets this standard. Surely your acquisition of these meters has met this standard if only as is part 
of the BC Building code. I just need the CSA approval number from you.  
2) That you verify, affirm and agree to hold my personal information  private, which means you do not loan, 
sell nor give my information to anyone who is not DIRECTLY employed by BC Hydro and only for the purpose 
of the operation of providing me with service. That you affirm, verify and agree that you will not store my 
personal information outside of Canada or anywhere which would subject my personal information to 
harvesting, scrutiny or disclosure to foreign governments, their agents, or companies within that foreign 
country.  This is in keeping with my right to privacy. I am concerned that your company, a publicly funded 
service, would refuse this request.  
 
With regard to my first request, as a computer technologist I had to design, build and provide for CSA approval 
a switching power supply. Yes a mere student, and yet I achieved this. However as a publicly funded entity you 
are unable or unwilling to meet simple, basic safety standards.  How uniquely outrageous.  
 
With regard to my second concern, failure to guarantee my privacy is against the law in BC  please read 
Privacy Act-{RSBC 1996] CHAPTER 373 - you will note that though there are numerous loop holes, simply 
providing,selling or transferring my personal information to anyone NOT directly related to BC Hydro is 
forbidden. Yet here you are flagrantly unwilling to agree to not do so and failing to address my direct request 
that you do not violate my privacy.  it is your duty, as a public service, to protect my right to personal privacy 
by prohibiting the unauthorized collection, use or disclosure of my personal information by a public body (BC 
Hydro and its agents).  
*** 
My requests are not onerous, in fact they are reasonable and simple to provide. Yet BC Hydro refuses to 
provide any evidence of this Meter achieving any safety standards. BC Hydro refuses to provide any assurances 
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that it will hold safe and keep my information private even simply in keeping with Canadian law. 
 
In the face of these two simple requests, I am outraged that you will allow the punishing fine/fee to occur.  I am 
amazed that it is acceptable for the BCUC and BC Hydro to ignore these two requests and to not find them of 
any importance and to provide zero accountability to the safety, security and privacy of the consumer. 
 
 
Karin Kratz 
(yes DO REMOVE MY CONTACT INFORMATION) 




